Industrialization and Urbanization: An Intrinsic Relationship in the Global South
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ABSTRACT

Considering that the defining element of contemporary society is money, capitalist logic sees industrialization as an essential element. Industrialization transforms various aspects of territoriality, and it is part of the process of converting rural to urban environments. Urbanization is a global phenomenon that occurs spatially in culture, behavior, and lifestyle, but there are sensible distinctions in how it proceeds in the global north and the global south. Industrialization in developing countries took place unevenly and did not translate entirely into improved economic standards. In Brazil’s case, the territorial occupation model was based on domination, ignoring environmental aspects, similarly to what happens in metropolises, in which management is often guided by the logic of neoliberal globalization, ignoring local realities. Another characteristic is that the processes of industrialization and urbanization occurred simultaneously. Such a perspective, focused on industrialization to foster urbanization, weakens other actors. The importation of transnational models effectively converts traditional production models into forms appropriate to market capitalism. However, the imposition of a hegemonic logic of domination comes with several social and environmental costs.
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RESUMO

Considerando que o elemento definidor da sociedade contemporânea é o dinheiro, a lógica capitalista vê a industrialização como um elemento essencial. A industrialização transforma vários aspectos da territorialidade e é parte do processo de conversão de ambientes rurais para urbanos. A urbanização é um fenômeno global que ocorre espacialmente, na cultura, em comportamento e estilo de vida, mas há distinções sensíveis em como ocorre no norte global e no sul global. A industrialização no espaços em desenvolvimento ocorreu de forma desuniforme e não se traduziu totalmente em padrões econômicos melhores. No caso do Brasil, o modelo de ocupação territorial foi baseado em dominação ignorando aspectos ambientais, similarmente a o que ocorre em metrópoles, em que a gestão é guiada pela lógica de globalização neoliberal, ignorando realidades locais. Outra característica é que o processo de industrialização e urbanização ocorreu simultaneamente. Tal perspectiva, focada em industrialização para promover urbanização, enfraquece outros atores. A importação de modelos transnacionais é efetiva em converter modelos tradicionais de produção em formas apropriadas ao capitalismo. Porém, devido a imposição de uma lógica hegemônica de dominação, vem com vários custos ambientais e sociais. 

Palavras-chave: urbanização; capitalismo; território; sul global.
1. Introduction

For most of human history, small communities migrated in pursuit of natural resources (ELMQVIST et al. 2013), which can be considered a process between rural-rural environments (Fig. 1a). Due to the introduction of technology in agriculture, subsistence produce is set to be localized and cultivated in rural areas. There is, then, the beginning of the rupture between the countryside and the city (ELMQVIST et al. 2013) and the start of migratory flows in the rural-urban direction (Fig. 1b).

The “pre-modern” cities, distant from each other, occupied areas lesser in size than those of rural properties. At the time, a large part of the population lived in the countryside, and groups of inhabitants of the cities performed non-agricultural “work” (SIGLER et al. 2020). In contrast to this medieval regime, as highlighted by Mumford ([1961] 2008), there is a new period in which power and population were no longer dispersed and decentralized; the modern city is then consolidated as a political center of disorderly growth, notable by capitalism, the technique and many wars and disputes (MUMFORD, [1961] 2008 p. 425)

One of modern society's main formative and transformative factors was money, which formalized the exchange of goods and relativized the value of objects. In the industrialist context, money became the mediator of all relationships, making the economy the society's lifestyle (FERNANDES 2008). As a result, economic determinism influences society in function and territory (POLANYI 2012). In this way, it is possible to identify and define the third and current migratory flow, named an urban-urban movement by Plane et al. (2005) (Fig. 1c), which occurs between neighborhoods, cities, regions, and even countries - due to the industry’s persuasion with the leverage of capital (AZZULIN 2021).

Industrialization is a determining factor in transforming various aspects of territoriality, as it is a phenomenon that ubiquitously lasts for more than two centuries and is essential to the functioning of contemporary society. Its emergence occurred during the Industrial Revolution and is marked by technological innovation, which is the search for dynamic, effective, and qualified work (SAKURAI & ZUCHI, 2018).

In the First Industrial Revolution, the main productive activities related to the transformation of cotton and iron, but sectors such as engineering and ceramics also adapted within the revolutionary molds (TEMIN 1997). The rural area, seen as a non-urban space, was transformed by industry and even more intensely due to the Second Industrial Revolution, marked by the mass production of consumer goods (MENDONÇA 1997).

We can see a structural change defined essentially by the economic scope, in which industrialization triggers a rapid increase in manufacturing and a concomitant decline in agriculture in the economy. In this process, the center of the economy moves from rural areas to cities, and the degree of urbanization increases significantly (STERN et al. 2005). The modernization process of the economy, society, and its institutions co-occur; that is, economic transformation impacts human life, altering values, norms, beliefs, and customs of a traditional society and propose the emergence of modern society.

Figure 1. Migratory Flows. Source: Azzulin, 2021 (adapted).
When referring to urban society, Lefebvre (1999 p. 15) states that it “is born from industrialization (...), which dominates and absorbs agricultural production”, turning the agrarian sector into an industrial sector (LEFEBVRE 1999). As Industrialization could produce identical or similar products, it began to concentrate resources and people. The offer of jobs in centralized spaces, the cities, resulted in the urban-urban migration movement aforementioned (PLANE et al. 2005). Although there are similarities between industrial and rural production, it is incorporated differently in the urban areas because it becomes part of the modern and postmodern societies' construction process.

One of the main appeals of industrialization is to bring a greater capacity of labor division than in other formats, in addition to systematizing and standardizing territories on the market's logic (LEFEBVRE 1999). It managed to solve the employment and income problem of post-Industrial Revolution cities and justify the mass production of the urban areas in the world. The results of this process are majorly seen as favorable and ground public policies in favor of industrial development to this day.

When analyzing medieval cities, Christaller (1966) points out the direct dependence of complementary regions on their center. Differently, contemporary cities present a more significant relationship between other geographic units through flows of matter and energy, which result in connections between territories (SANTOS 2002).

Central places have a grander resource flux than peripheral regions, and transport has consolidated – and remains – as a mediator of flows between centralities and complementary areas, even helping to decentralize core areas (CHRISTALLER 1966). These input and output flows of urban areas are frequently compared to living organisms; the demand for energy and resources and the production of waste and other products are similar to the functions of biotic systems (WEST 2017).

Regarding the concentration of city activities and occupations, Lefebvre (1999) states that this process begins with centralization. As it grows, it passes to decentralization due to the specialization of its structures. As the general systems theory of Bertalanffy (1975) explains, a system develops and becomes more complex and starts to abandon the centralized form assuming a polycentric structure, a characteristic relative to natural systems.

By observing the shifts of centralization and decentralization, it is possible to identify how metropolitan regions, compared to non-metropolitan ones, have become spaces desired by the industry. These regions present a coherent platform of competitiveness, meeting global demands and having superior infrastructure, transport, density, and high population index (WANG & ZHAO 2018).

At the beginning of social studies that addressed the urban theme, there was a segmentation between the rural and the urban space (REDFIELD 1956). Still, the interdisciplinary perspective of contemporary academia interprets such thresholds differently. Borders are seen as an element that exerts a notion of geopolitical discontinuity with symbolic (such as belonging to the place itself) and imaginary functions (ALBAGLI 2004).

As the urban environment depends on other regions (urban and non-urban), direct and indirect relationships between territories are noted (SANTOS 2002). According to Brunet (2001), the same individual can belong to more than one territory, even if they are never in it; this links to the appropriation and the direct or indirect use of one or another location. This phenomenon of belonging to different territories is mainly due to globalization and new technologies, which bring spaces together and reduce the scale of distance between places (GUPTA et al. 2015). An example of this is the relationship between rural areas and urban areas, in which an individual consumes products from places distant from where he lives.

Once we rescued this brief historical background of the modern cities’ formation and the process of industrialization and formation of metropolis was explained, this article proposes to theoretically discuss the processes of industrialization and urbanization specifically in the Global South, giving greater emphasis to the
scenario of Brazil, from the 19th century. We are interested in understanding how the current Brazilian urban reality is articulated in the global scenario regarding industrialization and the degree of development of cities. Events of historical relevance that caused changes in the way of living in cities are discussed, first observing the global scale and then deepening the debate in the geographical area of interest.

2. Industrialization and Urbanization in the World

Industrialization is a process that occurs worldwide and comprises the conversion of previously rural spaces into urban spaces through the transformation of the form of occupation, culture, behavior, and lifestyle (UNITED NATIONS 2018). Observing the Global North Axis, this migration movement from rural to urban areas had already exceeded 50% in 1950; this scenario directly reflects the period of industrialization experienced by both Europe and North America (BAIROCH 1988).

Currently, the percentage of global urbanization is uniform in different regions. Industrialization is one of the most significant global trends of the 21st century, with more than half of the world’s population living in urban areas today. Therefore, cities are the locus of significant global challenges and should be considered centers of change and innovation, mainly due to the high concentration of people, resources, and activities (UNITED NATIONS 2018b). Knowing that the Global South Axis had its industrialization consolidated after the Global North Axis, it is imperative to identify how the implementation occurred and where it evolved the most since then, also checking if other processes influenced this period.

At the beginning of economic analyses, industrial production units were not considered a focus (KON, 1994). A large part of the economic theorists of the 18th century concentrated on fundamental relationships to construct their economic rhetoric; themes directly related to other areas of science (such as society, and nature, among others) were discarded (CECHIN & VEIGA 2010). With the process of urbanization arises other effects besides industrialization. Regions of the global north continue to urbanize, albeit at a pace of deceleration, but the industry itself shifts to the other hemisphere. This will be discussed in more detail later on.

Concerning standardized spaces following the logic of the market, Harvey (2016 p. 155) argues that “the creation and recreation of increasingly new space relations for human interactions is one of the most remarkable achievements of capitalism”; the author, in fact, questions whether cities are built for people or profit. The answer stems from the analysis of the “Production First” model, implemented in the industrial era and validated in the emerging countries, generating significant detrimental impacts. Marcato (2015 p. 69) still considers that “the hegemony of Fordism brought about great social changes by disseminating a strong discipline for work under the mechanized and repetitive rhythm of large industry.”

The “Production First” concept, which emerged in the 19th century, advocates that financial resources be reinvested in production to achieve maximum economic growth. Wealth should not be directed to meet social needs because production compensates for societal deficiencies (BENNETT & LEVINE, 1977). According to Bennett and Levine (1977), Japan and several European countries are societies with a developed social conscience that have concluded the process of industrial development (post-industrial). They demand a change of values, in which the social prevails over the industrial, and the valuation of quality of life comes into evidence, contrary to the “Production First” model.

Despite industrialization being a core policy of governments in the urbanization of their territories, it is not the only process responsible for changes in the territorial pattern. However, as it presents itself as a definitive source of revenue for municipalities (ROBBINS& VELIA 2019), industrialization often hides the real potential of the region (GOLLIN et al. 2016; RIGOTTO 2007). In this case, the failure to include aspects of industrialization in environmental development indicators causes a delay in each territory’s economic and sustainable development (BRAHMASRENE & LEE 2017).
In the 1860s, Europe and the United States went through a significant production of urban areas. As a result, the preeminent industrial zones transformed into metropolises (WANG & ZHAO 2018). The positive effects of the Industrial Revolution in the West induced emerging countries to replicate the industrial approach in regional development, which would also help reduce their dependence on developed countries (TEMURÇİN et al. 2017). This reproduction observed in developing countries occurred late and with intense urbanization due to the creation of specific local policies – as is the case of economic zones in India and China (BHAGYANAGAR et al. 2012; KUANG et al. 2013).

Unlike most countries in the Global North Axis, the opposite axis (Brazil, China, India, and Africa) also need to take responsibility for the current environmental challenges imposed by global policies, such as the 2030 Agenda – the most famous global action plan that brings together 17 sustainable development goals to eradicate poverty and promote a dignified life for all, within the conditions that our planet offers and without compromising the quality of life of the next generations. This situation inflicts more obstacles to developing the industrial model of these regions than those in post-industrial areas.

Due to the ability of industries to segment their functions in production and administration areas (PEREIRA JUNIOR 2015), it is possible to shift them across different territories. Regardless of positions and roles, this shows that they can be readily replaced (KON 1994). An example that shows the ease of industrial mobility can be pointed out in Ghana, Africa, where, despite having strategic industrial spaces in the Accra region, the creation of the Ghana Free Zones Board motivated the decentralization of industries throughout the country (TEMURÇİN et al. 2017). Another example consists of multinationals that install their initiatives in developing countries. At the same time, administrative and profitable functions, such as intellectual property, remain in the headquarters, usually in developed countries of origin (MENDONÇA 1995).

The continuity and adaptation of the capital to industrialization are perceptible. Harvey (2016) noted that the dominant powers of capitalism established the modern state (along with globalization) and crafted the territorial divisions between the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th. Following the logic of the division of industrial activities, this current system manages to centralize capital through territorial rationalization.

Despite industrialization being part of the historical development of European cities, most are scarcely industrialized or not at all; yet, the emergence of developed cities unrelated to industrial origins reveals that urbanization is not homogeneous in many aspects. For example, over 1 billion people live in slums (UNITED NATIONS n.d.), and we know there is a negative correlation between informal employment and gross domestic product (GDP) per capita; therefore, informal growth tends to reduce growth in developing countries. That means that cities in developing countries are informal, illegal, and slums; in summary, urban inequality has grown due to the concentration of wealth and social inequalities in cities. So, why do many countries still focus their public policies on industrialization? And, even if belatedly, what is the blueprint that makes the industrial model work or not?

For Charles Gore (2017), industrialization helps low-income countries to jump to middle income. However, for this jump to occur, developing countries focus directly on foreign companies - harming the national market and preventing the development of national and domestic companies with skills as complex. According to Alice Amsden (1992), this dependent relationship with the foreign market is justified by late industrialization. This condition, added to the absence of new technologies, forces countries to quickly absorb all the information about the functioning of the industrialization system – something that happened gradually in the recent manufacturing areas. These countries enter the global market and compete with other locations. If it does not have economic resilience or adherence to new technologies, it will hardly abandon its level of subordination or its “developing” status within the industrial model.
Within the context of late industrial development, China presented drastic changes regarding migration in urban areas between the 1950s and 1990s. At the onset of Chinese industrialization, attempts tried to replicate Soviet standards for the country's development, that is, by transferring labor from rural to urban areas and adhering to resource rationing policies. In the following period, the stagnation of cities, added to the reduction of supplies due to the loss of labor and natural disasters in the rural sector, caused production collapse and hunger. As a mitigation strategy, the Chinese authority redirected migration to rural areas, adhering to an oriented agricultural development plan. Between 1961 and 1976, more than 50 million people emigrated from urban areas. Rural places began to develop due to industrialization, and villages became more urbanized. The final period, which started in 1978, is marked by the expansion of agriculture and industry concurrently, differing from the initial scope of industrial intensification (YOUNG & DENG 1998).

Despite being late in Asia, there is a different development thinking, modifying the industrial expansion model imposed by the Industrial Revolution and adapting it to its society (AMSDEN 1992). In this groundwork, the region (with emphasis on Japan) participated in the bloc of countries that started the Third Industrial Revolution, driven by technological investments. The region also invested in services, government activities, transport, and commerce. This increased in urbanized areas, proving that, for the part, the division of labor directly influences urbanization (GOLLIN et al. 2016).

Examining the indicators of tourism, industrialization, urbanization and globalization, economic growth, and the environment in Southeast Asia, Brahmasrene and Lee (2017) identified that, in the long term, the combination of these elements brings balance to the region; industrialization and urbanization alone, however, impact with increasing CO2 emissions.

It was not just the Chinese government that changed the territorial formation through policies. Romania promoted deforestation in favor of urban occupation, followed by industrialization in the 19th century. XIX to XX, however, the impact that the region suffered was after the end of the communist regime. Public forests became private, and the new owners started using the land for enrichment (agriculture and natural resource extraction). Due to this change, urbanization and suburbanization expansions (GRIGORESCU & GEACU 2017) further segment the territory.

In most states of Latin America, urbanization occurred disorganized and antagonistic way. It created a rift between society and the political system, which crippled social evolution. Such is evident by observing the economic development of Mexico, which, before the 1911 Revolution, had an agrarian economy that concentrated in 3% of the population. Even with industrialization, this pattern did not change (HAMBURG 1972). In the territorial sense, the population dispersion changed, but none in social behavior; a phenomenon which shows that the vast majority of society becomes hostage to the economic models imposed by the State. Unlike Europe and the United States, Latin America has a higher rate of urbanization than industrialization, which results in a predominance of the third sector (services) in the division of labor (HAMBURG 1972). More recently, authors such as Camacho and Moschini (2021) and Bressane et al. (2019) are also dedicated to analyzing these aspects of the Latin urbanization process and the impact of industrialization on the conformation of cities, more specifically in the reality of Brazilian metropolises, such as Campinas and Sorocaba, in São Paulo.

Another indicator of urbanization and industrialization analysis among countries is motorization. It measures how the increase and intensity of urbanization directly affect mobility and transport. The demand for manufactured products, raw materials, and food increase vehicle traffic inside and outside urban areas (SADORSKY 2014) since those have a different origin from locations of greater demographic density.

The effects of motorization link to health; air pollution caused by vehicles intensified by high-gauge buildings, which influence the movements of wind and consequently impact population health (TOLEDO &
NARDOCCI 2011). According to Kevin Lynch (2011), the indicators “motorization” and “tall buildings” are identified as “main characters” within the imageability of cities. In metropolitan regions, this imageability also occurs on an even larger scale.

3. Industrialization and Urbanization in Brazil

The economic growth resulting from the Industrial Revolution, mainly in Europe and the United States, induced other Western countries to replicate the same approach to regional development to reduce dependence on imports of products and goods of industrial origin (TEMURÇIN et al. al. 2017). Infiltrating Brazil, economic rationalism influenced both economy and society, including determining its development location (DAGNINO, THOMAS, and DAVYT, 1996). The standardization promoted by the industrial civilization reproduces in social life (POLANYI 2012).

The Brazilian territorial occupation model was not revolutionary but one of domination. According to Fernandes and Sant’Anna (2007), this model of territorial occupation was also not concerned with environmental aspects or potential sites that could be used. Observing that territory suffers external influence, the “development projects” implemented come from political movements (internal and external). For instance, the basis of the goals plan of the government of Juscelino Kubitschek (1956 – 1961), when industrialization took hold in the country, was substantiated by projects in France (FURTADO 1998).

Considering the world scenario of the Second Industrial Revolution, there was a growing need for raw materials to assemble artifacts and intense demand for products for consumption in urban areas. The importation of these elements from the great world powers shaped a pluralistic world economy, with exchanges between developed and undeveloped countries (MENDONÇA 1997). However, at that time of colonial Brazil, Portugal did not see the industrialization of the Brazilian territory as advantageous since, as a colonizing country, it already had all the resources, labor, capital, and products supplied by the colonized (MENDONÇA 1995).

The Portuguese crown model of exploration of Brazilian territory was characterized by the contempt for the fauna and flora added to the practice of monoculture of exotic species, such as sugar cane and cattle - measures always aimed at economic enrichment (PÁDUA 2004). Such production practices were so far-reaching that even today, Brazil is the largest exporter of cane sugar in the world (FAO 2019), and concerning cattle breeding, the country is one of the largest distributors in the world (MINISTÉRIO DA AGRICULTURA 2019).

Until 1940, the percentage of the population residing in urban areas was insignificant (SANTOS 2018), concentrated mainly in the country’s southeast due to the foreign capital from the coffee culture. Also, during this period, there were significant investments in railways and banks, helping the growth of tertiary services (MENDONÇA 1995). Urbanization then was weak and dispersed because the region carried a rural identity; the coffee sector dispersed the population for it had fewer workers and small family nuclei (BUFFON 1992).

Brazil started to diminish its agricultural investments at the end of the Second World War, which marked the beginning of its industrialization. Since most war-torn countries were selling their machinery at more affordable prices, Brazil took it as an opportunity (MENDONÇA 1995); investment, however, oscillated due to conflicts with the ruralist political class, weakening industrial development in the post-war period (MENDONÇA 1997).

Along with industrialization, urbanization started at the end of the 19th century (CARMO 2017). The existing urbanization models were adopted with a certain passivity, even in cities oriented to rural production models, which devoted their resources to agricultural cultivation (LEFEBVRE 1999).

The Brazilian Federal Constitution of 1988 emancipated municipalities, which previously depended on the central power, to deliberate on land use patterns such as industrial and urban areas. In the same sense, the
horizontal urban expansion of Brazil started to be regulated by Federal Law n. 6766/79 (BRASIL 1979), which provides guidelines for the subdivision of land use. However, it didn't establish adequate instruments for territorial expansion, resulting in dispersed urban growth. (CAETANO et al. 2017). The management of urban environments by the Brazilian state is considered anachronistic since public policies structured for cities of that time did not undergo changes when large metropolises emerged (COSTA 2015).

Specifically, in Ceará state, at the end of the 20th century - which was the industrialization period - the Municipal Human Development Index (IDHM) increased. By studying this progress in more detail, Rigotto (2007) found that the increase was related to education and health improvements, two sectors increasingly receiving more investment. Another example is the Metropolitan Region of Curitiba, which, according to Azzulin (2021), designates almost a third of the urban area for industrialization. In addition, municipalities with smaller IDHM are the ones that need to industrialize the most, mainly situated in the capital's periphery, demonstrating that industry also helps in territorial inequality (AZZULIN 2021).

According to Maricato (2015), Brazilian metropolises are shaped by the logic of neoliberal globalization, making cities and what they comprise a commodity. Thus, public policies currently applied to the entire Brazilian territory are questionable, as they follow the model of globalization, oblivious to local realities (BRESSANE et al. 2019).

In the time frame from 1970 to 2010, when different states in Brazil tried to outline strategies to expand industrial absorption, the state of São Paulo stands out for concentrating a large part of the country's industrial employment, especially in the Metropolitan Region of São Paulo. (Região Metropolitana de São Paulo - RMSP) (PEREIRA JUNIOR 2015). There is an industrial decentralization in the territory with the centralization of capital in more affluent population strata, causing a deficit in the regions that housed the other productive segments (TELLES 1994).

Until the end of the 1960s, industrialization, urbanization, and modernity were ideal development due to implementation success in other countries. In general, this impacted all of Latin America, which began to ordain large parcels of GDP to the sector. However, political instability and lack of diversification in consumer durables contributed to the failure of economic development, making industrial maturity impossible in this region (ALMANDOZ 2008).

There was an increase in the creation of metropolitan regions in the same period of the industrial race. The Federal Constitution, the legal framework that gave rise to the first nine metropolitan regions, enabled in less than 20 years the creation of another 36 (BARRETO 2012). According to Silva (2012), a “movement” that accompanied this formation of metropolitan regions, generating consequences for urbanization, was the “difficulty in accessing urbanized and formal land” mainly by the poorest population.

Another impacting factor in the urban-industrial issue was the implementation, in the second half of the 20th century, of the Goals Plan and the II National Development Plan, stimulating investments by Brazil in the industrial area and its diversification. By the end of the 1980s, the country was already structurally complete in the industrial field (VERSIANI & SUZIGAN 1990). Currently, Brazil is one of the most industrialized countries in the world (ANA 2017; BRESSANE et al. 2019), having industrialization policies initially focused on the South and Southeast, to the detriment of other regions - which in the future would be more strategic for industrialization, as is the case Northeast (PEREIRA JUNIOR 2015).

Unlike most countries in the Global North Axis, in Brazil, the industrial and urbanization processes happened simultaneously, in addition to a set of Environmental and sustainability Agendas that resulted in greater complexity for planning cities. As is the case of Habitat III (UNITED NATIONS ORGANIZATION 2019), these agendas provide international involvement in implementing goals and objectives dedicated to urban areas, showing their impact on a global scale.
4. Reflection Points

The dependence risk on industrialization for urbanization weakens other potential actors of territory development, as discussed in the case of the State of Ceará and the Metropolitan Region of Curitiba, both in Brazil.

Industrialization marks a turning point in the world’s urbanization, but this strategy must be leveraged for the benefit of society. As each territory and its respective population varies by region, an essentially rationalized model, such as the industrial process, can exert positive and negative influences in different circumstances (AZZULIN 2021).

Imported transnational models, such as the industrialism of the global north, are efficient ways of converting traditional production models into forms suited to market capitalism. However, such changes occur with cultural, social, humanitarian, and environmental costs due to the imposition of a hegemonic logic of domination.

Recent advances in environmental governance (JEDYN et al. 2021) indicate that integrating the population in decision-making results in effective and democratic forms of sustainable exploitation of conservation areas. In the case of the development of cities and industrialization, the reasoning remains. Incorporating the population and local perspectives in decision-making processes, the process of rupture between rural society and industrial society would be gradual and focused on the need to optimize local production.

The big question regarding Brazilian industrialization and the production of its urban territory lies in the decontextualization between the insertion of new industrial technologies and its rural past. This generated a conflicting implementation process due to problems with the ruling ruralist class and the population, which objectively had no choice but to accept the new modus vivendi.

Unlike the countries of the northern axis, Brazil (as well as the southern axis) is still industrialized but without a country project. It just follows a tendency of mimicry of northern countries’ model. Additionally, environmental policies are constantly changing to adapt to market rationalization, boosting the capitalist production model. But we are a country different from others, still with many natural resources and immense biotechnological, biodiversity, and cultural potential. Is really following global standards the best decision?
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